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Abstract
This paper presents our system for the BioASQ10b Phase B task. For ideal answers, we used the fine-tuned
BioBERT model on the MNLI dataset to construct sentence embeddings and combined it with BERTScore
to select sentences from the provided Snippets as answers. For the exact answers, we also used the
BioBERT model and used the snippet scores generated from the ideal answer selection model to predict
the exact answers for factoid and list questions. The exact answers of our fifth test batch ranked second
place. In addition, the ideal answers we submitted achieved first place in the ROUGE score in all test
batches from batch second to fifth.
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1. Introduction

Since 2013, BioASQ has held annual biomedical semantic indexing and question answering
challenges. This year, BioASQ Task 10b Phase B (QA task) provides biomedical questions and
some relevant snippets, and the participants have to generate either the exact answer or the ideal
answer by using the snippets. BioASQ Task 10b PhaseB task provided 4,234 training questions,
including the previous year’s test set with gold annotations, plus 500 new test questions for
evaluation, divided into five batches of 100 questions each. All questions and answers are
constructed by a biomedical expert team from across Europe. The questions are categorized into
four types: Yes/no, factoid, list, and summary. Three types of questions required exact answers:
yes/no, factoid, and list. Participants need to submit the ideal answer for every question. In
Task 10b, each participant was allowed to submit up to five results per batch.

Four examples of QA types for BioASQ Task 10b Phase B (QA task) are illustrated in figure 1.
Each BioASQ QA instance includes a question and several relevant PubMed abstract snippets.
As a result, we formulated the task as query-based multi-document extraction (for the exact
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Figure 1: The QA examples of the BioASQ Task 10b Phase B (QA task)

answer) and summarization (for the ideal answer) tasks. Last year, we used the BioBERT model
combined with linear regression to achieve the best result in generating ideal answers [1].

This year, we improved our previous BioASQ 9B system in two ways. First, we selected the
most relevant segments for each question by replacing ROUGE-SU4 with BERTScore, and used
different linear regression layers to improve the ideal answers. In addition, we used sequential
learning BioBERT to generate the exact answer. Meanwhile, we combined KU-DMIS’s method
[2] with the snippet scores given by the ideal selection model to select the final answer. This
method is applied to factoid and list problems.

The sections are organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews recent works on biomedical
QA. The details of our methods are described in Section 3. Section 4 is our detailed experiment
procedure. Section 5 describes our configurations submitted to the BioASQ 10b Phase B challenge
and the results. Section 6 discusses and summarizes our system’s performance in the BioASQ
QA task.

2. Related Work

Transfer Learning with Pre-trained Language Model: Since the introduction of BERT
[3], the pre-trained language model has achieved excellent results in various tasks in NLP.
However, the pre-trained language model has reached a bottleneck, and it is hard to improve
performance in specific domains. To solve this problem, domain-adapted models are gradually
being developed. TANDA [4] is an effective approach for the question answering task - Answer
Sentence Selection (AS2). They used transfer learning on a pre-trained language model. In
the paper, they also built a new dataset - ASNQ to fine-tune the pre-trained language model.



They outperform the previous state-of-the-art to prove that transfer learning can produce great
results.

For Biomedical QA task, there are also many domain-adapted models are proposed, such as
BioBERT [5], PubMedBERT [6], and SciBERT [7], and so on. In this paper, we choose BioBERT to
be our basic model to do transfer learning. Sequential transfer learning [2] is another approach
developed by KU-DMIS. They applied this approach to biomedical QA and demonstrated
that transferring the knowledge of MNLI and SQuAD to the BioASQ task can improve the
performance of BioBERT. They also mentioned that the order of datasets in sequential transfer
learning is important. After BioASQ 8b, they released fine-tuned models such as BioBERT-MNLI
and BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD.

In addition, QA tasks require a large amount of annotated corpus to train the model. This
is a prerequisite for deep learning. In addition to BioASQ, many QA datasets annotated by
biomedical experts have been published [8]. The WikiQA dataset is collected from Wikipedia,
the question is selected from the question-like queries that more than five distinct users click,
and the candidate answer is the sentence from the summary section of the associated Wikipedia
page.

Extractive Summarization: Summarization tasks can be divided into extractive and abstrac-
tive summarization. Extractive summaries are derived by selecting sentences or concatenating
the most important sentences in a document. This approach is more robust and more suitable
for tasks with less training data. There are many extractive abstraction methods based on neural
networks have been proposed. Some of these studies were based on the RNN family of models
[9, 10]. However, in the last years, with the success of BERT, many new studies have switched to
using pre-trained language models. Yang Liu first proposed the BERTSUM architecture, which is
based on BERT with the addition of inter-sentence Transformer layers to obtain document-level
features, and surpasses other neural network models [11]. Later, some scholars have used text
matching to improve the effectiveness of the BERT model in extractive summarization tasks
[12]. Based on the above studies, We tried to accomplish the ideal answer task as an extractive
summarization task. In contrast to other summarization datasets, for the BioASQ dataset, we
can focus on extracting the relationships between questions and candidate sentences without
worrying about the relationships between the candidate sentences.

3. Method

3.1. Data

To generate the exact and ideal answer, we first use BioASQ 10b and BioASQ 9b datasets to
split specific training and testing data. We use BioASQ 9b as our training set and the portion of
BioASQ 10b that is not included in BioASQ 9b as our testing set. Furthermore, we employed a
distinct way to make the data for each type of problem into exact answers.

For Yes/no problem, we concatenate the question and each snippet into a sentence pair.
Moreover, each sentence pair has one [ANSWER] label that is the answer to this question. In
other words, if there are N snippets in one question, we will get the N sentence pairs with an
answer label finally.



We make the question and each snippet a QA pair for the factoid and list problem. However,
answer text is required in QA. We use Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) to find the answer
text and index where are the answer started in each snippet. However, we found many invalid
or too short answers found by the LCS algorithm, which might decrease the model performance
and prediction. To solve this problem, we use Levenshtein distance to find the closer text to
be the answer text so that all the answer in the training and testing set is meaningful.

3.2. Ideal Answer

For the ideal answer, we improved on our system of BioASQ 9B [1] and got better results.
The improvements we made this year consist of two main parts: (1) We replaced ROUGE-SU4
with BERTScore and obtained better results. (2) Different linear regression layers were trained
for different problem types, which allowed the problem type information to be integrated into
the model.

Our model is shown in figure 2 . The goal is to select the sentence that best fits as an answer
from multiple snippets for each question in the BioASQ question examples. The method consists
of two parts. We split the input text into candidate sentences in the first step and scored each
sentence according to its similarity to the golden answer. We fed the question and each candidate
sentence into the pre-trained language model for fine-tuning in the second step. We apply an
additional linear regression layer to the [CLS] token output of the BERT model to calculate the
output score. The loss function is the mean square error between the output scores and the
similar scores from the previous step. The fine-tuned model can predict scores based on the
questions and candidate sentences. We selected the candidate sentences with the highest scores

Figure 2: Model for predicting the ideal answer



under each question as the system’s ideal answer prediction result in the prediction stage.
The pre-trained language model we use is BioBERT-MNLI, which is a fine-tuned BioBERT

checkpoint on the MultiNLI dataset [13], and it comes from Korea University [2].
Text Similarity: Many different methods can be used for the calculation of text similarity

scores. The classical methods are ROUGE [14], BLEU [15], and other evaluation methods based
on the difference between n-gram tokens. We used ROUGE-SU4 because it is one of the official
methods for evaluating ideal answers in BioASQ. In addition, some studies have also developed
evaluation methods based on pre-trained language models in recent years, the most famous and
widely used of which is BERTScore [16]. BERTScore uses pre-trained contextual embeddings of
BERT to match words in candidate and reference sentences by cosine similarity. It has been
shown to correlate with human judgments on sentence-level evaluations. Therefore, we also
used BERTScore based on the BioBERT-MNLI model this year.

Question Type Specific Layer: It is worth noting that there are four types of questions in
the BioASQ 10b dataset, namely factoid, yes/no, list, and summary. We believe that there are
differences in the ideal answers for different question types, e.g., the answer to a list question
may contain multiple entities, and the answer to a factoid question is more likely to be something
like a definition. Therefore, the model should have different parameter weights depending on the
type of question. We can fine-tune the four BioBERTs with entirely different parameters, but this
will significantly reduce the amount of training data. Therefore, we let the four different problem
types share the vast majority of the model parameters and only have different parameters in
the last layer of the linear regression part.

3.3. Exact Answer

To predict the exact answer, we used the transfer learning pre-trained BioBERT model and
KU-DMIS’s method [2] to get the possible answer list. The final answer list was combined with
the snippet score given by the ideal answer selection model. We will introduce the system below
respectively.

For Yes/no problem, we used the BioBERT-MNLI model, which is BioBERT fine-tuned on
the MNLI dataset. MNLI (Multi-Type Natural Language Inference), published by New York
University, is a text entailment task requiring determining whether a hypothesis holds given
a premise (Premise) or whether the hypothesis is contradictory and neutral to the premise.
The snippet score was applied to the answer list generated from the model. For each snippet
in every question, if the probability of the snippet’s answer is higher than 0.5, this snippet’s
weight is a positive weight "1"; otherwise, it is a negative weight "-1". The snippet score is then
multiplied by its weight, yielding a new score for this snippet. We obtain the final answer to
this question by adding all of the snippets’ new scores together. The final answer is yes or no,
depending on whether the summary is positive or negative.

For factoid problem, we used the BioBERT-SQuAD model, which is BioBERT fine-tuned on
the SQuAD dataset. SQuAD (Stanford Question Answering Dataset) is a reading comprehension
dataset consisting of questions posed by crowdworkers on a set of Wikipedia articles. The
answer to every question is a segment of text, or span, from the corresponding reading passage,
or the question might be unanswerable. The snippet score was also applied to the generated
answer list. In the answer list, we have the probability of each possible answer of each snippet.



Table 1
Results of Ablation Study of Ideal Answer Prediction on BioASQ9b Dataset

Method
ROUGE-SU4 BERTScore

P R F1 P R F1

ROUGE + BioBERT-MNLI 39.08 36.86 37.94 74.09 74.19 74.14
BERTScore + BioBERT-MNLI 40.12 36.57 38.26 75.45 74.59 75.02
BERTScore + BioBERT-MNLI + Type Layer 41.04 36.99 38.91 76.05 74.85 75.45

Each answer’s probability was multiplied by the snippet score and the resulting probability was
used to re-order all snippets’ answers. We got all possible answers ranked by new probability
and selected the top five answers to be the final answers for each factoid question.

For list problem, we also used the BioBERT-SQuAD model. The snippet score was also
applied to the generated answer list. As same as the method for the factoid problem, the
answer’s probability was multiplied by the snippet score, and the resulting probability was
used to re-order all snippets’ answers. We got all possible answers ranked by new probability
for each list question. However, it is not a good strategy to submit all possible answers. We set
a threshold to select answers that new probability exceeds the threshold. Different thresholds
are set for different models and snippet score versions.

4. Experiment

4.1. Ideal Answer

Table 1 shows the performance of our system on the BioASQ 9b dataset. The average scores
were calculated from the system’s predictions and the golden answers. All the experiment data
are the best results of the model under this method. We set the epoch number to 3, batch size to
20, and learning rate to 2e-5.

To our surprise, the system with BERTScore outperformed the system with ROUGE on all
evaluation criteria, even on the evaluations related to ROUGE. We believe that such experimental
results imply that BERTScore is an overall better method for evaluating text similarity. In
addition, the experimental results also show that training specific linear regression layers for
different problem types can help improve system performance.

4.2. Exact Answer

For the following experimental procedure, we use the same testing set split by Training 10b
and Training 9b to do the test to observe the experimental results.

For Yes/no problem, we experimented with different transfer learning models, including
BioBERT, BioBERT-MNLI, BioBERT-SQuAD, and BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD, and compared the
differences between the models. As shown in Table 2, the performance of BioBERT-MNLI is
substantially higher than the other models by more than 0.04 in both metrics. We consider
that it is because yes/no problem is more similar to MNLI (text entailment task) than the
others. Additionally, we evaluated the performances of the BioBERT-MNLI model with/without



Table 2
Result of Ablation Study for Yes/no problem

Model Snippet Score Acc Ma F1

BioBERT Not Applied 0.810 0.771

BioBERT-MNLI
Not Applied 0.888 0.872
Applied 0.879 0.861

BioBERT-SQuAD Not Applied 0.845 0.830

BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD Not Applied 0.810 0.767

Table 3
Result of Ablation Study for factoid problem

Model Snippet Score Approach SAcc LAcc MRR

BioBERT Applied Multiply 0.342 0.563 0.420

BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD
Not Applied 0.506 0.747 0.598

Applied Multiply 0.519 0.747 0.602

BioBERT-SQuAD Not Applied 0.519 0.785 0.620

BioBERT-SQuAD Applied
Multiply 0.532 0.778 0.625

Plus 0.532 0.747 0.615

the usage of a snippet score. To our surprise, Table 2 shows that the performances of the
BioBERT-MNLI on applied snippet score are decreased by roughly 0.01.

For factoid problem, we evaluated different transfer learning models, including BioBERT,
BioBERT-SQuAD, and BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD, as shown in Table 3. KU-DMIS [2] showed that
BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD had a higher performance than BioBERT-SQuAD. However, our experi-
ment found that BioBERT-SQuAD outperformed BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD in all measurements
by more than 0.02. We also evaluated the performance of BioBERT-SQuAD with and without
using the snippet score. There is an increase of 0.02 on SAcc, which shows that it predicts more
accurate answers. Meanwhile, MRR has a small improvement of 0.005.

In addition, we conducted experiments on different snippet score calculations. We combined
the snippet score and the answer’s probability by two different operations, "Multiply" and "Plus".
In Table 3, using the "Multiply" approach outperformed using the "Plus" approach in all metrics.

For list problem, BioBERT, BioBERT-SQuAD, and BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD are evaluated. In
Table 4, we found that BioBERT-SQuAD with the "Multiply" approach outperformed BioBERT-
MNLI-SQuAD on F-Measure, this result is also different from KU-DMIS [2]. We evaluated
the performances of BioBERT-SQuAD with and without using the snippet score. There is an
increase of 0.03 for the "Multiply" approach on the F-Measure, and Precision also has an increase
of 0.06.

In addition, we also conducted experiments using different snippet score calculations. we
observed that, unlike factoid, using "Plus" for the list problem might have a considerable negative



Table 4
Result of Ablation Study for list problem

Model Snippet Score Approach Prec. Rec. F-Measure

BioBERT Applied Multiply 0.522 0.639 0.514

BioBERT-MNLI-SQuAD
Not Applied 0.434 0.754 0.505

Applied Multiply 0.533 0.648 0.532

BioBERT-SQuAD Not Applied 0.485 0.747 0.542

BioBERT-SQuAD Applied

Plus 0.593 0.35 0.381

Multiply 0.547 0.711 0.572
Result of "Multiply" with Power of 1.5 0.630 0.498 0.493

Result of "Multiply" with Power of 2 0.705 0.415 0.475

impact on performance. Therefore, we tried calculating the result of the "Multiply" approach
in various powers. We found that the Precision increased after adding the power. However,
F-Measure and Recall are decreased.

5. Submission

5.1. Ideal Answer

We participated in all but the first batch and obtained the highest score in the ROUGE
evaluation (based on ROUGE-2 F1 and ROUGE-SU4 F1) from the second to fifth batches. In each
batch, we submitted multiple configurations, most of which differed only in their hyperparameter
settings. We simplified the description and reported the best results of each method in Table 5.

The results demonstrate the overall effectiveness of our system. The results of batch 4 show
that BERTScore is a better measure of text similarity and positively affects our model training.
However, Batch 5 is different from our experimental results on BioASQ 9b dataset. The model’s
performance became worse after adding the question type for Linear Layer selection. Because
the gold answers for BioASQ 10b have not yet been published, we have not been able to analyze
its possible causes.

5.2. Exact Answer

In the official submission, we did not submit other models’ results. We only submitted the
system that performed the best during the experiment.

In the fifth test batch, we used the newest snippet score version, which applied to factoid
and list problems to generate an answer list, detailed as shown in Table 6. We also show the
first place of each problem together in the table. Our factoid answer is ranked second in this
batch, and the difference between it and first place (Ir_sys3) is quite minimal, indicating that our
solution is very effective in the factoid problem. In addition, we came in sixth place in the list
problem, with UDEL-LAB providing the top five solutions. However, there is still a discrepancy



Table 5
Test batch results for the ideal answer

Method Batch Rank
ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

Recall F1 Recall F1

ROUGE + BioBERT-MNLI 2 #1 47.28 42.62 48.23 41.68
ROUGE + BioBERT-MNLI 3 #1 41.93 37.61 42.36 36.89
ROUGE + BioBERT-MNLI 4 #4 40.40 40.26 40.64 39.41
BERTScore + BioBERT-MNLI 4 #1 41.79 42.29 41.57 41.65
BERTScore + BioBERT-MNLI 5 #1 42.70 40.20 42.08 39.16
BERTScore + BioBERT-MNLI + Type Layer 5 #2 39.62 37.07 39.28 36.26

Table 6
Test Batch fifth Result of Exact Answer

System name Yes/no: Macro F1 factoid: MRR list: mean F-Measure

NCU-IISR-AS-GIS-4 0.8893 0.4983 (#2) 0.5332 (#6)
Ir_sys1 0.9282 (#1) 0.4195 0.5224
Ir_sys3 0.8916 0.5098 (#1) 0.4620

UDEL-LAB4 0.8893 0.4017 0.6016 (#1)

between our results and those of UDEL-LAB, indicating that our approach to the list should be
improved.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In the BioASQ 10b phaseB task, we used the fine-tuned BioBERT model on the MNLI dataset
to construct sentence embeddings and combined it with BERTScore to select sentences from
the provided snippets as ideal answers. As for the exact answer, we combined the KU-DMIS
approach with our ideal answer selection model to predict exact answers for factoid and list
problems.

Our approach proved that replacing ROUGE-SU4 with BERTScore is a practical improvement
for the ideal answer. This further validates BERTScore as a better method for text evaluation. At
the same time, our proposed regression method for linear layer selection based on question types
is worth further investigation. Meanwhile, the experiment results of our proposed regression
method for linear layer selection based on problem type were inconsistent, but it deserves
further study.

We tried to apply the snippet score to three types of problems for the exact answer. For the
yes/no problem, our approach could not further improve the performance, even if it negatively
impacts model performance. We found an effective approach to improve the model’s perfor-
mance for the factoid problem, placing us in second place in the fifth test batch. Our approach
has also resulted in a significant improvement in our performance on the test set for the list
problem. We are, however, still a long way from first place in the fifth test batch. Overall, we
have improved the performance of the sequential learning model for factoid and list questions.



However, our method is not optimal, and there is still potential for improvement in yes/no and
list problems. We hope to try to come up with better ways to increase performance in the future.
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